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INTRODUCTION 

At both tlic SLC and LEP Urge samples of Za -H bb will soon be Available. Tlie 
challenge is to lind experimental techniques to fnchis>'»tfy tag and identify the various 
particles 6 quarks may fragment into. The work described here makes use or the 
new generation of close-in tracking device* (commonly called vertex detectors) which 
will achieve unparalleled precision in particle trajectory resolution. Some of these 
devices (notably iii ALEPH at LEP and SLD at th«* 3LC) provide three-dimensional 
information which is crucial in solving the pattern recognition problem discussed 
below. In the case where only two-dimensional information is available other than 
tracking information (e.g., particle identificntion) may be required. The problem to 
solve is shown in Fig. 1(a). The tracking system is used to extrapolate tracks into 
some preselected point (e.g., distance of closest approach to the beam line, a fix 
radius, etc.). The result is a picture of many crossing tracks and the problem is to 
find the real vertices among all the possible combinations. The Monte Carlo input 
which resulted in the "bundle-of-slicks* shown in Fig. 1(a) is shown in Fig. 1(b). 
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The algorithm 1 developed to study B physics with the SLD Detector relies on 
the three-dimensional precision reconstruction of the tracks. This is the tool which 
provides for the resolution of ambiguities. 

To start, pairs of tracks are subjected to an opening-angle verse total momentum 
cut. By requiring «*&$BfrK > 0.2 only tracks in the same jet may be paired. A 
total momentum requirement of at least > 0.5 GeV/c eliminates low momentum 
combinations which have a poor signal-to-noise ratio. I also placed a correlate rut 
at coŝ open vs. PraT °f *Jie form: 
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This cut eliminates pairs of excessively high mass and may cause a slight inef
ficiency in the detection of some rare B decays (e.g., flj —* T + T ~ ) but the Mgnftl-
to-noise ratio in the region eliminated by this cut is extremely poor. A scat let [I'IOI 

of track pairs which come from the same vertex is .shown in Fig. 2(a). The cull Arc 
indicated on this figure, as well. Wrong combinations are shown in Fig. 2(b). 

The "vertex" of the track pair is assigned to lie on the line of the distance of 
closest approach (DOCA) between them, weighted by each track's momentum so 
as to favor the higher momentum track. This weighing is used as mast tracks are 
multiple scattering limited. The *\ 2" for the association is formed: 

2 

*vrx -£.(*) ' 
where 

rf, = jr,(DOCA)~ I v r x | 

and tr, is the estimated tracking precision, and for the SLD is: 

70 am GeV 
ff, a: 10 pm $ ~^ . 

Hr.tl /GeV 

A cut on xiTx ' s m * , ' e : x j r x

 < "• *̂ he separation of the vertex from llie beam 
collision point is calculated next. In the case of the SI.C the location each beam 

* One advantage of doing this pbyiin si the Z° over th« T«, i» thai tot the most part th« j"»* 
contain fragments from juti one or the other 6 quarks. 
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crossing is known to about 30 fim and the spot size is 4 (tm. Thws there is negligible 
uncertainly in the origin of the flight paths. The flight path is "signed" + ( - ) accord
ing to whether the momentum of the vertex points away from (towards) the primary 
vertex point. As the distance between the primary vertex and (he secondary vertex 
decreases, the number of combinations increases rapidly. A cut is made to require the 
flight path to be greater than 500 pm. A good sjgnal-to-noisc ratio is thus achieved 
at the expense of about 30% in efficiency. This is the single laTgcst inefficiency in 
this veriexing algorithm. The signal and background plots for this cut are shown in 
Fig*. 3(a) and 3(b). 

All combinations of track pairs satisfying the above criterion are temporarily 
retained. Hence a vertex with four charged prongs may result in up to six track pairs. 
The track pairs are now used as "feeds1' to form vertices of higher prong count. Ttie 
procedure used is to first find the next closest track in the same jet [cos0 4 p ( l l (vertex-
track) > 0). Closeness is measured in normalized units (o's) to avoid momentum 
dependencies. If a track is within 3.5 a an attempt is made to incorporate it into the 
vertex. A new vertex location » computed such that 

¥ 2 _ V^ ( x < ~ *vrx) 

is minimized; 7; i» the space point on the track at the distance of closest approach to 
the vertex point i VTX, and *r; is the projected resolution along the distance of closest 
approach vector. The new vertex is accepted if x 3 < 6.3 and the new Sight path 
f* VTX I" greater than 500 jun. If it passes these criterion and has not been previously 
cataloged it is temporarily stored away. This process of adding tracks continues until 
no more tracks pass the procedure outlined above. 

The temporary vertices are grouped by prong count and tested for net charge, 
(|&ti| < 1), strangeness ( |5 w t | £ !)• u d baryon count ( | 0 N i | < 1). The last 
two criterion rely on the particle identification. Vertices passing these cuts have their 
apparent mass, four vector, impact parameter with respect to the beam line, the 
distance to the next close track in the event, and various quantum numbers tabulated 
and stored away in the output banks. 
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Cascade topologies Are a common occurrence in B decay and may be found by 
iterating the vertex find process. The starling "track pairs" now contain a track and 
a "pscudo track" defined by a vertex found in the first pass. The first pass vertices 
arc presumed to be the tertiary (charmed) vertex. 

The only new criterion applied is to require that the new (secondary) vertex and 
the tertiary vertex be separated by at least ISO fim and that the secondary vertex is 
closer to the primary vertex than the tertiary 

In both passes of vertex finding no attempt is made to resolve ambiguities; tracks 
can be (and often are) associated with more than one vertex. 

The efficiency for finding cascade topologies from B mesons is 5-10% depending 
on the cuts used. This U to be compared with the 30% efficiency for the first pass 
vertex finding on. single vertices. 

In another contribution to this conference,1 a detailed breakdown of the cascade 
topologies as to origin is given. Examination of the entries in Table 1 (Ref. 1) sorted 
by the charge of the secondary and tertiary vertices show a favorable distinction 
between B+, B~, B D and B. Separation of Bi and B, in the B° sample requires 
particle identification. 
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Table I Breakdown of found cascade topology events by 
secondary and tertiary vertex changes, Qk and Qc- For each 
charge combination, the sample is resolved into particles and 
antipartides, as well as the meson flavors Bmt B^ and Bt (see 
upper left entries under Qh = Qc = - l for key) by referring 
ba^k to tbe Monte Carlo input. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. A Lund Monte Carlo event of Za -* hE: (a) the simulated reconstructed tracks 
extrapolaled into a radius of 1 mm about the beam line; (b) the input Monte 
Carlo event is shown with the tracks properly associated with their vertices. 

Fig. 2. Scatter plots of PTOT 

vs. coB^pd for all track pairs; (a) only correctly associ
ated pairs are shown; (b) only incorrectly associated pairs are plotted. 

Fig. 3. Plots of the signed flight path from the primary vertex to the pair vertex: 
(a) only correctly taken pairs are shown; (b) only wrong combinations are 
shown. 
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Fig. 2 
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